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Home Guides Featured Maps Tags FAQ Privacy Policy Contact 5,140 Guides 31,442 Tags 1,696 Unique Tags Update cookie preferences R6Guides.com © 2022 Rainbow Six Siege Guides, Tactics, Tips & Tricks Looking to improve in Rainbow Six Siege but finding the learning curve too steep? Then look no further. R6Guides is the most comprehensive
database for R6 tactics, tips and tricks. Be it a simple angle, an evil eye placement, or a full 5 man strats, we have it tagged right down to the room name to make it easy for you to find. Get More Featured Searches Check out the featured page for more lists like the ones above. We have angles, map guides, drone spots, operator guides, and more on
the way. Maps in Rainbow Six Siege are multi-level sprawling buildings with destructible walls, floors, and hatches. Each one is divided into different objective sites that each feel like their own small map. advertisementMap knowledge is one of the most important disciplines for playing Siege well, but it can take years or months to grasp them all
completely. Tell help on your way, we've prepared guides to help you get acquainted with each map's layouts and common strategies. Rainbow Six Siege Maps Clubhouse A German biker bar with 3 floors and a secret underground armory. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six Siege. Bank An American bank located in Los Angeles, California with 3
floors and an underground vault. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six SIege. ChaletSet in a snowy, idyllic, French landscape, Chalet is a large 3 story map with multiple garages, a wine cellar and living spaces. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. OregonSet in, as its name suggest, Oregon, USA. A 4-floor map with multiple tower
structures and a large, central meeting hall. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. ConsulateA French consulate building, in Ivory Coast. Consulate is a large rectangular 3-floor map, and is one of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. Kafe DostoyevskyA high-class cafe set in Russia, Kafe Dostoyevsky (or simply Kafe) is a 3-floor map
complete with bars, restaurants and a kitchen. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. Underwent a major redesign as part of Y4S2: Operation Phantom Sight. Hereford BaseHereford Base is a redeveloped air base, currently used as an SAS training ground. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. Underwent a major redesign as part
of Y3S3: Operation Grim Sky. KanalAn industrial area near a dock, set in Germany. This is a 3-floor map with an additional underground tunnel. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. Underwent a major redesign as part of Y4S3: Operation Ember Rise. HouseA small suburban house in Los Angeles. House is a 3-floor map with small interior
rooms. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. Presidential PlaneA small map set on a grounded presidential plane in London. One of the original maps in Rainbow Six: Siege. YatchA small map set on a frozen, and abandoned yatch in the Baffin Bay. Released as part of Y1S1: Operation Black Ice. BorderA 2-floor border control building set in
the Middle East. Released during Y1S2: Operation Dust Line. FavelaA dangerous Brazilian favela plays host to the most destructible map in Rainbow Six: Siege. Released as part of Y1S3: Operation Skull Rain. SkyscrapperSet in a criminal mansion on top of a Japanese skyscrapper. A 2-floor map with a rich backdrop and an expanse of windowed
objective sites. Released as part of Y1S4: Operation Red Crow. Coastline A 2-floor nightclub complex in Ibiza, Spain. Released during Y2S1: Operation Velvet Shell. Theme ParkA long-abandoned theme park set in Hong Kong, this is a 2-story map with a tight, unique map. Originally released as part of Y2S3: Operation Blood Orchid. Underwent a major
redesign as part of Y4S4: Operation Shifting Tides. TowerTower is a 3-floor map with exclusively rooftop access. Set in South Korea, Tower was released as part of Y2S4: Operation White Noise. VillaVilla belongs to an Italian organized crime family, and is a 3-floor map with secret entrances and hidden walls. Released during Y3S2: Operation Para
Bellum. FortressThe home of defense operator Kaid, Fortress is a large Moroccan mansion and military installation. Released as part of Y3S4: Operation Wind Bastion. OutbackA medium-sized map set in the heart of the Australian outback, comprised of a motel, restaurant and gas station stitched together. Released as part of Y4S1: Operation Burnt
Horizon. Bartlett UniversityThe setting for the Article 5 PVE Situation. Bartlett University was temporarily added into the PvP multiplayer modes, but is no longer available in public matchmaking. Battle Pass TiersCoastlineWas this guide helpful?In This Wiki Guide Rainbow Six Siege Learning All Maps Guide by OctopusapultI posted a personal
method I use to learn new maps when they’re released a while ago as a comment to one of the many “How do I learn maps?” posts, and ever since people have been kind enough to share it whenever the topic comes up. I figured it’s probably time to just make it it’s own post so more people can see it, and if people want to share it they can just link
here now instead of to a several months old comment.So, to all new players, or people looking to quickly learn new maps once they’re released or reworked. All you’re going to need is whatever you normally use to play Siege and a second monitor or laptop or phone or something nearby that can access random.org/lists1: Go alone to a custom game of
whatever map with the longest possible timer you can set.2: Pull up random.org/lists on a second monitor or nearby laptop or whatever it is you’re using.3: Walk through every room and type the name of the room which appears next to your compass, into the list generator. Include staircases as they’re extremely important for navigation, and the
names of the attacker spawns. You’ll want to know where the spawns are if a teammate calls them out.4: Kill yourself to reset the timer, then randomize the list. All the rooms you entered will now be in a totally random order. Now go to every room, in order, from top to bottom. Once you’ve finished that list, re-randomize it and do it again. Keep doing
this until you do not get lost and can B-Line between areas with ease. Then start looking for how to get there even faster such as via dropping floor hatches, jumping outside and then back in a certain window / door or so on. (When an attacker spawn comes up, just run to where you would try to spawn peek it or see it or something. It’s just so
you know what your team is talking about if it comes up in comms.)5: Once you’re feeling comfortable, keep doing the same thing, but in terrorist hunt. (Play Extract Hostage or Disarm Bomb or something so the terrorists don’t stop spawning.) With the minor variables T-Hunt gives you like the C4 Hallways and Reinforced walls you’ll learn to make
certain adjustments to your routes.That’s about it. Try and stay attentive and focused when you’re doing this, looking for floor hatches and stuff. Using this method on Theme Park helped me win Haunted Dining a lot because I knew about the floor hatch in Train Room which drops right into Execution Room right next to Haunted Dining. Nobody
really ever reinforces it, and attackers largely seem to ignore it as well, but it puts attack in a very useful position for hitting that objective so I always felt like I had the advantage in the early days of Blood Orchid. (These days it’s usually covered by a roamer in Bunks or Day Care or something.)That’s basically it. I first started doing this with Favelas
during Skull Rain. Ever since, it’s been the easiest way I’ve found to learn maps. It has definitely helped as I’ve gotten used to saying “I like the new map” and getting downvoted for it or made fun of by my siege friends because they’d rather say it’s garbage than bother to learn it. But like I said with Theme Park, it really has been helpful. I hope you’ll
find it useful too. I’ll try to edit this later or tomorrow with an example of a finished random.org list for Tower or something just to provide an example.The link to the list of maps: to use:Choose a map that you want to work on in custom games/terrorist hunt.Copy all the names of the rooms under that map and paste into random.org/lists on a
secondary computer or the steam web browser (shift+tab)Randomize, then go from room to room based on the randomized list.Be sure to look out for cameras (labeled in parenthesis).Shoot through the floors in the rooms labeled (LOS) to find out what’s below you. (shotguns recommended)Enjoy! © 2015 Ubisoft Entertainment. All Rights Reserved.
Tom Clancy’s, Rainbow Six, The Soldier Icon, Ubisoft and the Ubisoft logo are registered or unregistered trademarks of Ubisoft Entertainment in the U.S. and/or other countries. Microsoft, the Xbox Sphere mark, the Series X logo, Series S logo, Series X|S logo, Xbox One, Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S, and Xbox Series X|S are trademarks of the
Microsoft group of companies. “PlayStation LOGO”, “PlayStation”, “PS5 LOGO” and “PS4 LOGO” are registered trademarks or trademarks of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. Fort Truth Stadium Neighborhood New to the game, or still struggling to learn the maps and where to focus your attention? In Rainbow Six Siege, learning the maps is key
to gaining the advantage on your opponents. If you are new to the game, we suggest you start playing in the Newcomer playlist. In this playlist, you will face off with fellow new players (under Clearance Level 50) on the Bank, Chalet and Consulate maps to ensure an appropriate challenge and smooth progression. Check out the details of each
Newcomer map below to get a head start! SEE ALL MAPS
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